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December 4, 2023
Status of Nightlies

■ dev3: ROOT master fails to build (SPI-2477)

■ New packages
  ▶ SPI-2455: lmfit, asteval
  ▶ SPI-2470: mcfm
  ▶ SPI-2471: svg.path, svgpathtools, svgwrite
  ▶ SPI-2474: altair, (updated referencing 0.31.0)

■ Updated packages
  ▶ SPI-2469: langchainplus_sdk new, langsmith new, keras 2.13.1, keras_tuner 1.4.6, ktLegacy 1.0.5, flatbuffers 23.5.26, fsspec 2023.10.0, huggingface_hub 0.19.4, jax 0.4.20, jaxlib 0.4.20, langchain 0.0.338, pip 23.3.1, pytorch_lightning 2.1.2, tensorflow 2.13.1, tensorflow_io_gcs_estimator 2.13.0, tensorboard 2.13.0, tensorboardX 2.6.2.2, tensorboard_data_server 0.7.2, tensorflow_model_optimization 0.7.5, tensorflow_probability 0.21.0, tokenizers 0.15.0, torch 2.1.1, onnxruntime 0.16.3, tf2onnx 1.15.1, transformers 4.35.2, uncertainties 3.1.7, xgboost 2.0.2, kfp 2.4.0, kfp_pipeline_spec 0.2.2, kfp_server_api 2.0.3
  ▶ !2009 Julia 1.9.4
Releases and Layers

- LCG_104c LCG_104c_ATLAS_1/2: [SPI-2476](#)
- LCG_104b_ATLAS_3a/4a
- LCG_102b_ATLAS_11a/11b
- LCG_105: Preparation
Other Issues

- Plan of Work 2024: If there is any input from your side, please let us know (before January 15th)
- Jira: Migration to centralized instance early next year, anonymous access will disappear
- Spack: No progress on the SPI side since October
Round the table/AOB
Next Meeting

December 18, 2023?